• About an "Unconfirrned" Stand Y our last editorial Euthanasia: Taking a Stand (1) left me perplexed, not because of its nature but because of its style.
It presents in a remarkably succinct form, as the basis on which your stand rests, the major points and arguments usually put forward to oppose the recognition of voluntary euthanasia. I am well aware that each argument is worthy.of a book chapter, as I trust you are that each is also open to a chapter-length challenge.
I am perplexed because your' stand appears unconditional, non-negotiable. Because after several readings, it still sounds like a chapter closed. Hard to believe...
Years long past,in search of an A15s01ute, I could not find a rule which did not bear an exception. I could always construct a scenario where the rule should not apply. This intellectual and moral torture resolved only when I understood the deeper meaning ofthe simple maxim: "L'exception confirme la regie." The greatness of a rule is in some ways "confirmed" by the uniqueness of its exceptions.
It is because I suspect you agree with that point that I am surprised by your stand. Thank or curse technology, I listened anew recently to "Is Dying a Matter of Ethics?", a talk you gave a few years ago. You end by saying: "The rule should be there against voluntary active euthanasia, but circumstances arise where we should know what to do and we should do it:' Your rule also does bear exceptions... I cannot reconcile your spoken and your written words.
If I am so concerned by the "chapter closed" style, it is because I am aware of the implied difficulties 'and dangers which your editorial mentions. The pathetic abortion debate is a sore and all too fresh example: it shows that the slippery slope does not reside in legalization but rather in the evacuation of the discussion by those most qualified to carry on and advance the debate.
Had ethicists, jurists, and physicians led the abortion controversy years before the crisis, rather than simply rationalize after the fact a "let's-geton-the-bandwagon" position, legislators would have had at least intelligent, pondered advice as guidelines rather than often trivial and poorly informed public pressures.
You seem to espouse the view that a "societal slide down the slippery slope" would inevitably result from legalizing or decriminalizing voluntary euthanasia. With Glanville Williams, I prefer the latter term. Williams' proposal for some form of decriminalization deserves some consideration, if only in the hope of improving our Canadian law, somewhat wanting in credibility (2).
A law that considers two totally different actions as similar, a law that sanctions equally benevolence and malevolence is bad. Such is the difference between voluntary euthanasia and homocide which our law fails to recognize (3).
The least we should do is have the courage to say it, to probe deeply into the question, to do more brain-searching beyond one's religious beliefs, to arrive at an understanding and a recognition of the unique circumstances when "we should know what to do". We must also do more soul-searching as well; lest we disrespectfully dismiss sound, reasonable requests for active euthanasia. We must learn tosee that beyond a certain point, anything more than a "yes, your request is totally reasonable but the law forbids me to ... " is a form of moral harassment just as condemnable as is therapeutic harassment.
Wehave to show more humility and fathom the words of the philosopher M.M. Davy when confronting her own death: until then "I did not know that the healthy and the near-death stood on shores which do not communicate. Nothing unites them. They live in two different time frames" (4) (my translation).
Then, and only then, having shed some of our skintight self-righteousness, we should ask ourselves about when and how "we should do it."
It is now that guidelines are necessary to maintain voluntary euthanasia in the realm of the exception-to-the-rule. If that space is left vacant, or is filled with closed-minded simplistic arguments,' slowly but surely the "duty to die" will gain momentum. It is too easy to limit the argument by saying that "palliative care is the only answer to euthanasia" or "why bother with this dangerous topic if there are so few cases". Rabies and botulism are very rare, yet we get frantically active around a case and we maintain antisera against them. It is my experience that palliative care falls short of answering the questions and the needs when these rare circumstances arise. It is also quite debatable, when a suffering, cachectic, terminal patient requests active euthanasia, whether the best of management can fulfill the benevolence principle for· both patient and family.
Furthermore, we must discuss and manage these difficult cases not because they are exceptional but because they exist. That they are exceptional is another subject to be discussed at another time and another place you would say.
If we do not live up to the-challenge, hospital and hospice administrators, socialists of all kinds, exasperated tax-payers, as well as exhausted family members, will gradually take the matter into their own hands, and, once again, unwisely, we will try to rationalize our acceptance of the fact.
. That it is where the real slippery slope lies: when a society can no longer live with its laws, and it is tempted into clandestineness.
Yes, as you state, the subject is dangerous, but burying our heads did not remove the prob-lem of unwanted pregnancy. Criminals run' the streets and kill every day' for an old-age pension cheque. Such is the price of freedom. The communist world is prepared to pay its price again. We must be prepared to live with freedom and make it our individual task and responsibility (as per each conscience) that voluntary euthanasia remains voluntary, that dying be no less sacred than living.
I find it hard to believe that Socrates (via Plato of course), Seneca, Thomas More, Bacon, Donne, Hume, Rousseau, Schopenhauer, Nietzsche, to name but a few, were all wrong. Voluntary death was the bonum summum to them. Should not these names irispire at least some caution in our judgements? Is it not our task to find ways to pursue their "sagesse" and adapt it to our times?
The stand adopted -by your editorial, though prudent (a difficult virtue) and legitimate, required your spoken words -from another time and another place -in order to be confirmed by the implied exceptions to the rule. You need to reconcile for the readers of this t Journal your apparent unconditional written support for laws which forbid what you voiced should ethically be done, given the right circumstances.
We shall look forward ro your instructions on how to undo this Gordian Knot, and by which exceptions your stand can be confirmed.
